PROMOTION OF INSTRUCTIONAL FACULTY
TO THE RANK OF ASSOCIATE AND FULL PROFESSOR

September 3, 1976

WHEREAS, In approving promotions for instructional faculty on June 7, 1974, the Board of Trustees for Connecticut State Colleges, at the request of the Faculty Advisory Council, used Salary Group 28 for persons promoted to the rank of Professor and Salary Group 25 for persons promoted to the rank of Associate Professor indicating that these levels were used "on this date and this date only," and

WHEREAS, David Newton, on behalf of the Connecticut State College American Association of University Professors, has requested that current promotions to Associate Professor and Professor be made at the same levels as those used in 1974, since guidelines have not yet been developed by which to determine how persons promoted to the lower salary groups can move upward to the higher salary groups used in 1974, be it

RESOLVED, That the Trustees hereby authorize the adjustment of those promotions approved July 16, 1976, and effective August 30, 1976, to the following Salary Groups of the Connecticut Compensation Plan, effective the same date:

   Professor - Salary Group 28
   Associate Professor - Salary Group 25

and be it,

RESOLVED, That any person employed as a Professor in Salary Group 27 or as an Associate Professor in Salary Group 24 on August 30, 1976 shall be moved to Salary Group 28 and to Salary Group 25, respectively, as of August 30, 1976, such move to be accomplished by adding to the August 26, 1976 salary of each employee one increment of the new salary group together with whatever lesser amount may be required to adjust to the next higher step in the new salary group, and be it

RESOLVED, That increments received in recognition of August 30, 1976 anniversary dates are incorporated within and are not to be in addition to salary increases resulting from these adjustments.
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